ABSTRACT The latest research of network and computing contributes greatly to the development of vehicular networks. However, in existing works, these two important enabling technologies are studied separately. To reduce the delay, in this paper, we propose a multi-platform intelligent offloading and resource allocation algorithm which can dynamically organize the computing resources to improve the performance of the next-generation vehicular networks. Considering the task calculation problem, the K-nearest neighbor algorithm is used to select the task offloading platform (i.e., cloud computing, mobile edge computing, or local computing). For the computational resource allocation problem and system complexity in non-local computing, reinforcement learning is used to solve the optimization problem of resource allocation. The simulation results show that compared with the baseline algorithm that all tasks are offloaded to the local or mobile edge computing server, the resource allocation scheme achieves a significant reduction in latency cost, and the average system cost can be saved by 80%.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the 5G cellular network is being deployed, and the future network will become an ''intelligent system'' that can ''self-learn'' and make predictions based on the results of learning, and then make decisions. The whole communication system is self-aware, self-learning, self-planning, self-growth, and self-evolving. Whether it is 5G or B5G (Beyond 5G), massive data and intelligent algorithms will become the important foundations for the further development of wireless networks [1] . With advanced technologies, smart cities are expected to provide their citizens with improved quality of life and a variety of innovative service applications, including transportation, education, healthcare, energy, waste management, tourism, and so on [2] . In terms of transportation, vehicular networks has attracted great interests in both academia and industry. D2D (Deviceto-Device) is one of the key technologies of 5G. Under the control of cellular system, D2D communication allows end users to communicate directly within a certain range by sharing cell resources. In addition to the human-centric D2D communication network, D2D is also used in vehicular networks [3] . Vehicular networks uses advanced technologies to connect vehicles with various infrastructures, devices, users, services, etc. The developments of connected vehicles are heavily influenced by information and communication technologies [4] . Vehicular networks' five advantages: low latency, calculation requirements, high reliability, security certification, and privacy protection. They also become different research aspects of the vehicular networks, and have been closely watched by the academic community [5] .
In the network field, vehicular networks develops rapidly. The vehicle can communicate with the vehicle or with the base station or the roadside units(BS / RSU), and can also be connected to the Internet for communication. The vehicular networks will realize the V2X (vehicle to everything) comprehensive network architecture of vehicles, vehicles and vehicles, vehicles and people, vehicles and roads, vehicles and cloud service platforms, which will greatly enhance the intelligentization of automobiles and lay out new traffic management networks. The new traffic management networks can provide data support and reliability guarantee for technologies such as assisted driving and automatic driving [6] .
Recent advances in computing will have profound impacts on vehicular networks as well. Considering task processing calculations, cloud computing has become very popular to enable access to a shared pool of computing resources [7] , [8] . Nevertheless, as the distance between the cloud and the end device is usually large, cloud computing services may not provide guarantees to low latency applications in vehicular networks while only use cloud computing are not feasible or economical. Recently, Mobile Edge Computing has been specifically proposed for wireless access networks where computing resources are deployed closer to the location of terminal vehicles, which effectively satisfies computational requests that require large computations and low latency [9] , [10] . Finally, considering that each vehicle is equipped with an in-vehicle device (VE), its function is similar to a small computer with a networked interface [11] . In this way, the vehicle itself also has certain computing capacity, which can effectively meet the calculation request that requires a small amount of calculation and low latency [12] .
In [13] , mobile edge computing and local computing are considered simultaneously, by using reinforcement learning and deep reinforcement learning approach to solve the computational unloading problem. However, the computing resources of mobile edge computing servers is limited and the type of vehicle task varies, taking cloud computing into consideration is a way to save computing resources of MEC servers. In [14] , the joint work of mobile edge computing and cloud computing is considered, by using the deep reinforcement learning method to determine whether the computing task should be offloaded to the MEC server. Based on the work of [14] , in [15] , the content of the deep reinforcement learning algorithm is introduced in detail. However, both of these works neglect the computing capacity of the vehicle itself, which can reduce the delay for some computing tasks. In [16] , the cooperation between cloud computing and local computing is considered. In the paper, the concept of vehicle cloud computing is proposed, which appropriately coordinates the vehicle cloud (composed of the computing resources of the vehicle) and the remote cloud to provide timely services to users. The scheme proposed in this paper takes into account the addition of computing resources of the BS / RSU to the vehicle cloud, and uses the semi-Markov decision process for resource allocation. However, this work does not explicitly utilize and divide the computing resources of BS / RSU and vehicles. At present, there is no work to consider the collaboration of cloud computing, mobile edge computing, and local computing. Unlike smart devices such as mobile phones, vehicles have more computing resources and should not be ignored. Considering the vehicle's local computing resources into the overall resource allocation problem is a viable and efficient solution.
Inspired by the aforementioned works in [13] - [16] , this paper proposes a multi-platform offload intelligent resource allocation algorithm combining cloud computing, mobile edge computing and local computing, aiming at minimizing delay. To improve the performance of next-generation vehicular network, the allocation algorithm proposed in this paper first uses the KNN algorithm to determine whether the task should be offloaded to the cloud computing server, mobile edge computing server or local. For the case of being offloaded to the mobile edge computing server and the cloud computing server, and considering the complexity of the system, we use the reinforcement learning algorithm to select the computing platform again and perform the resource allocation problem of the computing resources. Finally, we have verified that the proposed algorithm can effectively reduce the latency of the system and save the average cost of 80%.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the system model. Section III and IV describe the optimization problem and the proposed joint optimization algorithm. The simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, the conclusion and future work are explained in the Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, the network model, task model, and calculation model are introduced to present the system model.
A. NETWORK MODEL
We consider a vehicular networks model that is divided into three layers for calculation. The vehicle's computing tasks can be performed locally, in a mobile edge computing server or in the cloud server. There are multiple vehicles with computing tasks, as shown in Figure 1 [2] . The characteristics of the cloud computing layer are high computing capacity, high latency and far from the vehicle. In this layer, the tasks require high computational complexity and do not sensitive to latency (e.g.,path planning). The mobile edge computing layer is closer to the vehicle, therefore the computing capacity of the mobile edge computing layer is not as high as the cloud computing layer. Moreover, this layer has a lower delay than the cloud computing layer. It is design to calculate tasks which has general computing demands and sensitive to delays (e.g., real-time location navigation). The local computing layer has relatively weak computing capacity. However, the latency can be very low due to local device advantage when small tasks is calculated. It is design to calculate the tasks that has small size and very sensitive to delays (e.g., road hazard warnings). Here, the set of all BS / RSU and vehicles is defined as K = {1, . . . , k} and N = {1, . . . , n}. The set of MEC servers is denoted as M = {1, . . . , m}. Considering the heterogeneity of vehicles, the computing resources of different vehicles are different. Considering the heterogeneity of vehicles, the computing resources of different vehicles are different.
We consider that the wireless channel between the vehicle and BS / RSU is a real time-varying channel, so it is modeled as Rayleigh channels. For simplicity, this paper does not consider the vertical handover. We assume that each vehicle n has a computing task to complete. Each vehicle n can offload tasks to the cloud or MEC server or execute locally. The capacity of the MEC server is limited and may not be sufficient for all vehicles to offload tasks. We define W as the spectral bandwidth of the wireless channel. Assuming that multiple vehicles choose to offload tasks simultaneously, the wireless bandwidth is allocated evenly to the vehicle to upload data. According to [17] , the achievable upload data rate for vehicle n is
where N is the number of tasks, P n is the transmission power of the vehicle n for uploading data, h n is the channel gain of the vehicle n in the wireless channel, and N 0 is the variance of complex white Gaussian channel noise [11] .
B. TASK MODEL
We assume that each vehicle n has a computing task R n , defined as R n = (B n , D n , τ n ), The R n can be offloaded to the vehicle's local CPU or MEC server or cloud computing server for calculation. Here B n denotes the size of the input data required to calculate R n , including the program code and input parameters. D n denotes the total number of CPU cycles required to complete the calculation task R n . D n denotes the amount of computing resources required to complete task R n .
We assume that the size of D n is a fixed value whether it is executed locally or executed on the MEC server or in the cloud server. τ n denotes the maximum tolerable delay of task R n , that means the delay of completing each vehicle should not exceed τ n , which will be an important constraint of our optimization problem. Define the offloading decision
, and α l n + α o n + α c n = 1. If the task is offloaded to the local, MEC server or cloud server, the corresponding parameter is 1, otherwise it is 0. A computing task R n can only be offloaded to a platform for calculation.
C. COMPUTATION MODEL 1) LOCAL COMPUTING MODEL
If vehicle n chooses to perform task R n locally, T l n is defined as the local execution delay of vehicle n, which only includes the processing delay of the local CPUs. Then f l n is defined as the computation capacity (i.e., number of CPU cycles per second) of vehicle n. Due to the heterogeneity of vehicles, the computation capacity between vehicles may be different. The local execution delay T l n of task R n is
Taking into account the above time consumption, the total cost of local computing can be given as
2) MOBILE EDGE COMPUTING MODEL
If the vehicle n chooses to perform the task R n at the MEC, the entire offloading will be divided into three steps. First, the vehicle n needs to upload the input data (i.e., program code and parameters) of the task to the BS / RSU through the wireless access networks, and the BS / RSU forwards the data to the MEC server. Then, the MEC server allocates part of the computing resources to perform the computing task, and finally the MEC server returns the execution result to the vehicle. f o n is defined as the computation capacity of the MEC server (i.e., number of CPU cycles per second). According to the above steps, T o n,t is defined as the transmission delay of vehicle n
where r n is the upload data rate defined in the wireless channel mentioned in network model. T o n,p is defined as the processing delay of the MEC server to perform R n
n,b is defined as the download delay for processing results
r b is the download data rate of vehicle n. According to the literature [18] and [19] , the download data rate is generally very high, and the resulting data size is much smaller than the data size of the input data, so the delay of this step is ignored in the rest of the paper. Define the total cost of the MEC calculation as
3) CLOUD COMPUTING MODEL
If the vehicle n chooses to perform the task R n on the cloud server, the entire offloading will be divided into three steps. First, the vehicle n needs to upload R n input data (i.e., program code and parameters) to the BS / RSU through the radio access networks, and the BS / RSU forwards the data to the cloud server. Then, the cloud server allocates part of the computing resources to perform the computing task, and finally the cloud server returns the execution result to the vehicle n. f c n is defined as the computation capacity of the cloud server (i.e., number of CPU cycles per second). According to the above steps, T c n,t is defined as the transmission delay of vehicle n
here, the transmission delay is the same as the transmission delay at the MEC model, because in this step, the input data of R n is uploaded to the BS / RSU through the wireless access networks. T c n,p is defined as the processing delay for the cloud server to perform R n 
The download data rate r b is the partly same as that in the MEC server. Generally, it is very high. Since the data of task processed by the cloud computing server is large, the data of result is also large, so in the cloud computing model part, the delay of this step cannot be ignored. 
and the total cost of the entire system is defined as
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first develop the system's task offload and resource allocation as optimization problems. In this paper, we aim to minimize the total cost of delay of all vehicles in the entire system. Under the limitations of maximum tolerant delay and computing capacity, the problem is expressed as follows:
In the above formula, A is the offloading decision vector defined as A = [α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α N ]. f is the computing resource allocation vector defined as f = [f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f N ]. The goal of the optimization problem is to minimize the total cost of the entire system. C1 means that each vehicle n chooses to perform its calculation tasks through local computing or MEC or cloud computing; C2 indicates that the time cost should not exceed the maximum allowable delay; C3 indicates that the computing resource allocated for the vehicle n cannot exceed the total resource F of the MEC server; C4 indicates that the sum of the computing resources allocated to the vehicle cannot exceed the total resources F of the MEC server.
Problem (13) can be solved by finding the optimal offload decision vector A and the computational resource allocation vector f . But since A is a binary vector, the feasible set of the problem (13) and the objective function are not convex. In addition, if the number of users increases, the size of the problem (13) will increase rapidly, and the general approach is difficult to solve this non-convex problem [10] . Therefore, we propose to use the reinforcement learning method to find the optimal A and f , and find the optimal solution of the problem (13) by determining the optimal A and f .
IV. THE PROPOSED JOINT OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we present an intelligent algorithm for task offloading and resource allocation. The proposed algorithm considers which platform (cloud computing server, MEC server, and local) to offload tasks for computing, and then use the resource allocation problem of offloading to MEC server and cloud computing server as a reinforcement learning process [20] .
First we need to determine which platform to offload the task to. This is a classification problem that requires all tasks to be divided into three categories. KNN algorithm is used here because this algorithm is simple, efficient, easy to calculate, and can quickly classify tasks. Considering the delay requirement and task size of each task, the algorithm is used to find the platform that is most suitable for offloading. The KNN algorithm is used to calculate the Euclidean distance between each task with cloud computing server, MEC server, and local computing, respectively. The parametersdelay τ and task size B are considered. The distance can be expressed as follows
Here we assume that the task latency and computational requirements will be met, and our goal is to find an offloading platform that can provide minimal delay [21] . In this paper, we only consider single-vehicle local computing, without considering the collaborative computing of the vehicle. The KNN algorithm compares each distance, selects the shortest distance, and selects the offloading position of the task. If the task is selected to offload in the local computing, the task will be calculated directly.
When multiple tasks are selected to be offloaded to the MEC server or the cloud computing server, considering the limited computing resources of the MEC server, it is necessary to consider the allocation of computing resources. Vehicular networks is highly dynamic. Whenever the system changes slightly, the optimization problem needs to be recalculated, which leads to huge network overhead. Reinforcement learning is a type of algorithm that refers to the learning from environmental state to behavioral mapping, so as to maximize the cumulative reward value of system behavior from environment. Using the reinforcement learning method can be well adapted to the environment of the vehicular networks and find the best resource allocation solution.
BS / RSU is responsible for collecting the status of the MEC server and then assembling the entire information into a system state. The BS / RSU then sends the constructed system state to the agent and obtains feedback on the optimal strategy for allocating resources for a particular vehicle. The entire process is represented in Algorithm 1.
In the non-local resource allocation process using reinforcement learning, after obtaining the action, the BS/RSU will notify the vehicle. In order to get the optimal strategy, it is necessary to determine the system state, behavior and reward functions. Next, we'll introduce the system state, action, and reward functions, respectively.
A. STATE
Available BS / RSU state K = {1, . . . , k}, Available MEC server M = {1, . . . , m}, For vehicle us at time interval t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1}, The state vector can be described as s = (tc, ac). Here, tc = C all , ac is the available computing capacity of the MEC server, can be defined as ac = F − The optimization problem in this paper is to obtain the minimum total cost. The goal of reinforcement learning is to get the maximum reward, and the reward is negatively related to the total cost, therefore defined as
Here tc local is the total cost for the local calculation, and tc(s, a) is the total cost of the system.
In the reinforcement learning process, we use the Q-learning algorithm, which is a learning method for recording Q values. Each state action pair has a corresponding value. For each step, the agent is calculated and stored the Q(s, a) in the Q table, and this value can be considered a long-term reward. It can be expressed as:
Where s, a are the current state and action, s ,a are the next state and action. We define γ as a learning parameter and the value of γ is defined as 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. If it approaches 0, which means that the agent mainly considers direct rewards, and if it approaches 1, it means that the agent is very concerned about future rewards. For each step, the Q (s, a) is iterated. We can get the optimal value f from Q table.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the non-local resource allocation process using reinforcement learning, after obtaining the action, the BS/RSU will notify the vehicle. In order to get the optimal strategy, it is necessary to determine the system state, behavior and reward functions. Next, we'll introduce the system state, action, and reward functions, respectively. In this section, we will present simulation results to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. In the simulation, we assume the following scenario. We consider a single small cell with a bandwidth W = 10MHz and the BS / RSU deployed with the MEC server which is centrally located. The vehicles are randomly distributed within a distance of 100 m to 1000 m from the BS / RSU. The CPU's frequency of each vehicle is f l n = 1GHz/sec, the computing power of the MEC server is f o n = 200GHz/sec, and the computing power of the cloud computing server is f c n = 1000GHz/sec. And we assume that the data size of the offloading Bn (in kbits) is subject to a uniform distribution between (1, 50) , and the number of CPU cycles D n (in Megacycles) obeys a uniform distribution between (1, 100). We compare the proposed algorithm with the other two methods, as shown below. ''Full Local'' means that all vehicle perform their tasks through local calculations. ''Full MEC'' means that all vehicles offload their tasks to the MEC server.
We first analyze the relationship between the distance from the vehicle to the BS / RSU and the total cost of the system. (a) VEs = 5, the local capacity = 1, the MEC server capacity = 200, the cloud server capacity = 1000; (b) VEs = 5, the local capacity = 10, the MEC server capacity = 200, the cloud server capacity = 1000; (c) VEs = 5, the local capacity = 0.1, the MEC server capacity = 200, the cloud server capacity = 1000.
For the problem considered in this paper is resource allocation under the Internet of Vehicles, a major feature of the Internet of Vehicles is the mobility of the vehicle, so it is meaningful to take the impact of the distance from the vehicle to the BS / VOLUME 7, 2019 RSU on the system into account. In Figure 2 , as the distance from the vehicle to the BS / RSU in the x-axis increases, the curve shows an upward trend, indicating that the total system cost is also increasing. This is because the farther the vehicle from the BS / RSU is, the smaller the uploading data rate of the vehicle task, and the delay of the processing task will increase, the total cost of the system will inevitably increase. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the number of vehicles and the total cost. In Figure 3 , as the total number of vehicles in the x-axis increases, the curves of the three algorithms all show an upward trend. In general, as the number of vehicles continues to increase, the total cost of the three algorithms naturally increases. In Figure 3a , at VEs = 5, compared to the ''full MEC'' algorithm, the total cost is saved by 80%. Compared with the ''Full Local'' algorithm, the total cost is saved by 50%. The proposed algorithm obtains the optimal results and proves the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In Figure 3b , we can see that when the local computing power increases, and the cost of joint optimization increases faster than the cost of all local processing. When the local computing capacity reduces. In Figure 3c , the local processing cost mostly, and the optimization algorithm proposed in this paper cost leastly. This shows that the local computing capacity will have an impact on the algorithm proposed in this paper. The results show that the algorithm has different adaptability to different computing capacity, and the algorithm is suitable for the case where the local computing capacity is weak. Figure 4 describes the relationship between the data size B n of the task and the total cost, where the number of VEs is 5. As shown in Figure 4 , as the size of the task in the x-axis increases, the curves of the three algorithms all show an upward trend, indicating that the total cost of all algorithms increases as the size of the task increases. The proposed algorithm achieves the best results because the slope of its growth curve is the smallest, indicating the slowest growth trend. As the size of task increases, The slope of the Full Local curve is larger than the slope of the curves of the other two algorithms, indicating that the total cost of the system is the fastest. This indicates that the larger the size of data for the computing task, the longer the local processing time, resulting in a larger total system cost. The computing capacity of the MEC server is stronger than that of the local, resulting in a total system cost that is less than the total local cost.
B. DISCUSSIONS
Through the analysis of the above simulation results, the proposed algorithm can effectively save the total system cost, but at the same time, it is found that the proposed algorithm has certain adaptability and is suitable for the case where the local computing power is weak. When the local computing power is strong, the total cost to offload the computing task to the local is less. In the future work, we will optimize the performance of the algorithm for this problem, so that the algorithm has a certain universality. At the same time, more optimization indicators will be considered to optimize the total energy consumption of the system. At the same time, we will consider multiple MEC servers and multi-local resource allocation issues [22] .
VI. CONCLUTION
In this paper, we propose a multi-platform intelligent offloading and resource allocation algorithm which can dynamically organize the computing resources to improve the performance of vehicular networks. To select the most suitable task offload platform, we considered cloud computing, mobile edge computing, and local computing. In addition, when the task is offloaded to the mobile edge computing server or cloud computing server, we develop the resource allocation strategy as a joint optimization problem. In this paper, we use the new big data reinforcement learning method to solve this problem. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm based on the reinforcement learning method can effectively save the total system cost and optimize the overall system performance. In the future work, we will consider optimization indicators such as energy consumption to optimize the total system cost and consider the resource allocation problem under multi-MEC server and multi-local computing.
